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a b s t r a c t

This paper aims to reduce the problems of incomplete data in computed tomography, which happens

frequently in medical image process and analysis, e.g., when the high-density region of objects can only

be penetrated by X-rays at a limited angular range. As the projection data are available only in an

angular range, the incomplete data problem can be attributed to the limited angle problem, which is an

ill-posed inverse problem. Image reconstruction based on total variation (TV) reduces the problem and

gives better performance on edge-preserving reconstruction; however, the artificial parameter can only

be determined through considerable experimentation. In this paper, an effective TV objective function

is proposed to reduce the inverse problem in the limited angle tomography. This novel objective

function provides a robust and effective reconstruction without any artificial parameter in the iterative

processes, using the TV as a multiplicative constraint. The results demonstrate that this reconstruction

strategy outperforms some previous ones.

& 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd.

1. Introduction

Computed tomography (CT) technology has made a revolu-
tionary impact on medical diagnosis and has also proven success-
ful in industrial non-destructive testing. However, it is not always
possible to acquire projection data through a complete angular
range in many applications. Some examples would be X-ray dose
limitations, or time constraints when imaging a moving object, or
X-rays being obstructed when passing through high-density
region of objects, any of which could result in loss of some
projections. When projection data are only available in a limited
angular range, as occurs in a number of applications such as in
dental radiology, surgical imaging, thoracic imaging, mammogra-
phy, etc., this leads to the notorious ill-posed problem.

The conventional and most commonly used method for recon-
struction from tomographic projections is the standard filtered
back projection (FBP) reconstruction technique, which is not so
adaptable to incomplete projection data and results in poor
reconstructions with severe artifacts in limited angle cases.

Because of the importance of the limited angle problem, many
studies about reconstruction algorithm have been introduced
over the past two decades. In the past decade, with the rapid
development of computer, iterative reconstruction has become a
hot research topic for limited angular range reconstruction. In
limited angle tomography, researchers have tried several iterative

approaches, such as algebraic reconstruction method, statistical
iterative method, total variation method, wavelet method, and
many others. Natterer [1] and Natterer and Wûbbeling [2]
discussed many mathematical aspects of forming reconstructions
from limited data, such as uniqueness and stability of solutions.
Nassi et al. [3] used a linear least square formulation in formulat-
ing an iterative reconstruction. Adaptive wavelet-Galerkin
method is introduced by the author in [4] to solve the limited
angle problem, and the reconstruction strategy has a comparable
performance with a significant reduction in computational time.
Singular value decomposition-based method was given in [5,6],
which was then used to develop a reconstruction algorithm [7,8].
Statistical inversion with a priori information for reconstructing
in limited angle tomography could be found in [9–12]. Grunbaum
[13] made a detailed study of small scale models of the practical
implementation of some Fourier methods for the reconstruction
of object. Related work could be found in [14–18]. Other algo-
rithms on limited angle tomography and further references could
be found in [19–23].

A classical method for solving ill-posed problems is regular-
ization with a quadratic penalty function [24]. However, this
regularization method has a tendency of smoothing those sharp
edges in solutions that often carry important information. This
observation explains an interest in regularization with non-
quadratic penalties, which preserves the discontinuities in the
solution, the most popular of which is probably the total variation
penalty. The recent works in [25,26] developed an iterative image
reconstruction algorithm based on the minimization of the image
TV that was applied to limited angle problem and gave good
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edge-preserving reconstructions. A recent paper by Cand�es et al.
[27] proposed a TV algorithm and proved an impressive result
about the possibility of perfect reconstruction, given small
amounts of data. The authors in [28–32] conducted a lot of work
on image reconstruction from incomplete projections. And Sidky
et al. [28] and Sidky and Pan [29] applied TV algorithm for image
reconstruction from divergent-beam projections applicable to
both fan-beam and cone-beam CT imaging. In those works, the
authors presented a TV iterative algorithm that can reconstruct
perfect images from insufficient data that may occur due to
practical issues of CT scanning. And the minimization of the
image TV is performed by the gradient descent method in the TV
algorithm. The algorithm based on TV is more suitable for limited
angle tomography because it can reconstruct sharp discontinu-
ities or edges with sparse or insufficient data that may occur due
to practical issues of CT scanning. The effectiveness of the TV
algorithm relies on the fact that the imaged object has a relatively
sparse gradient image. The addition of the total variation of the
objective function has a very positive effect on the quality of
reconstruction for piecewise smoothness of an unknown image.
Despite of the success of reconstructions in limited angle tomo-
graphy based on total variation method, a drawback is the
presence of an initially artificial parameter in the minimization
of the TV norm, which can only be determined by considerable
numerical experimentations and a priori information of the
desired reconstruction. This is often very time-consuming. One
may save lots of time and computational cost if there is an
iterative method that can give us a reasonable parameter within a
practically acceptable number of iterations. This paper intends to
make some further contribution to the subject in reconstructing
an image from a limited angle. We first defined a new objective
function, which is the product of the normalized errors in the
projection equations and the TV-factor. Then we made use of a
conjugate gradient method to implement the minimization of the
image TV, followed by projection on convex sets for enforcing the
projection data constraints. In this method, it is not necessary to
determine the artificial parameter. And the artificial parameter is
determined by the iterative processes. Hence, the proposed
algorithm can avoid the initial artificial parameter in TV algo-
rithm that implements the minimization of the image TV. We
demonstrate the feasibility of our method by numerical examples
using projection data in a limited angular range. In the numerical
examples, we found that the quality of reconstructed image by
the proposed method is improved compared to the TV recon-
structions reported in [29].

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we demon-
strate discrete data model for circular cone-beam CT. In Section 3,
we describe the new optimization program for the limited angle
tomography. Numerical results are presented in Section 4, and
conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2. Date model in circular cone-beam CT

In circular cone-beam CT, the task in image reconstruction is to
recover the density of an object f(x) under examination provided
by a set of line integrals. When the rotation angle of the X-ray
source is defined as a, the cone-beam projection of the object
function f(x) at a point (u,v) on the detector can be expressed as

pðu,v,aÞ ¼

Z 1
0

f ðsþlyða,u,vÞÞdl ð1Þ

where source s is defined as

s¼ sðaÞ ¼ ðRcosa, Rsina, 0Þ ð2Þ

where R denotes the distance from the source point to the
rotation axis. And the ray direction vector y(a,u,v) indicates the
direction of the ray starting from the source point s(a) and passing
through the point (u,v) on the detector. By discretizing the
projection acquisition model, Eq. (1) can be approximated by
following the discrete linear system:

P¼ Kf ð3Þ

The projection vector P consists of M-length measured projec-
tion rays. The vector f has N-length pixel values that represent the
object function. The system matrix K is a discrete model for the
integration in Eq. (1). Hence, the projection acquisition model can
be written in an expanded form as a set of linear equations when
considering the error of measurement or noise:

k11f1þk12f2þk13f3þ � � � þk1NfNþn1 ¼ p1

k21f1þk22f2þk23f3þ � � � þk2NfNþn2 ¼ p2

. . .. . .

kM1f1þkM2f2þkM3f3þ � � � þkMNfNþnM ¼ pM

ð4Þ

where M is the number of X-ray integrals, N is the number of
pixels in the object, niði¼ 1,2,. . .,MÞ is the additive noise asso-
ciated with the measurement, kij is system weights that are
determined by the intersection length of the ith ray through the
jth pixel, and fj represents the jth pixel value.

3. The optimization program for limited angle tomography

In this section, we briefly review the minimization of the
image total variation that applies to limited angle tomography,
followed by some drawbacks of the method. After that, we
propose a new optimization program for limited angle
tomography.

3.1. Review

To simplify notations, the projection acquisition model in
Eq. (4) is described by the following formula:

P¼ Kf þn ð5Þ

where big column vector P is composed of all measured projec-
tion data at each view of limited angular range, f is a vector of
length N with individual elements fj,j¼ 1,2,. . .,N, and K is com-
posed of every weight kij. Because limited angle tomography is
actually an incomplete reconstruction with few projection data,
formula (5) is an underdetermined system of linear equations.
Because the singular values of the operator K converge to zero
quickly in limited angle tomography, the problem is very ill
conditioned. Moreover, M and N are very large and unequal.
Consequently, it is indispensable to introduce a new method that
is simple and effective to solve Eq. (5). In [28,29], the recovery of a
digital image is discussed with few discrete projection data. The
recovery is achieved by defining the functional total variation of a
two-dimensional image f:

:f:TV ¼
X
s,t

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðfs,t�fs�1,tÞ

2
þðfs,t�fs,t�1Þ

2
q

ð6Þ

and then choosing an image that has a minimal TV, and s and t are
the horizontal and vertical positions of image f. The TV minimiz-
ing iterative procedure produces high quality of reconstructions
with a small number of projections even in the unideal physical
conditions. The idea of the algorithm is to find the approximate
solution to the following optimization problem: find f * that
minimizes its TV:

f � ¼ arg min:f:TV ð7Þ
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